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In this tutorial, Lukasz from the Arqui9
team will show you how to create basic

materials for your scenes using 3Ds
Max. In this tutorial, Patty will show

you how to create a simple glam
makeup for Mary Jane in After Effects.
You'll mostly use basic tools and create

a few keyboard shortcuts, but you'll
learn a bunch of stuff that you can use
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when working with illustrations,
positional models, and textures.

Sometimes you need to correct effects
using layered grids, or make multi-

layered text with a masquerade. Today
we're going to look at how you can

perform this operation using the tools
of the Shader Tools team. How it

works? We will look at some of the
most commonly used functions and a
few methods that you can use quickly
and easily. Today we want to review a

small but very useful plugin called
Timeline Positioning. This plugin

allows you to change the position, size
and texture of a point in a 3D scene.If
you want to adjust the points so that
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they are in the same place, you need to
set the Timeline to move in the same
direction using the Layout Mode tool
(This tool moves the point within the

grid). Surely, most of you had to be the
owner of a very large video file that
took 25 meters or more. In that case,

you might be worried about being able
to send that large file to print. As a rule,
creating an EPS file takes a significant
amount of time. We decided to tell you
what you need to do to display only the
buttons you need. This lesson will be

useful for those who want to download
the material, but do not understand how
to install it. As an example, you will see
one of the most popular video editing
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software - Camtasia Studio. If you work
in video editing and need to translate

your presentation into another language,
then you need to know how to do it. In
this tutorial, we want to show you how

to use this to translate Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, and Thai. News

sponsor: Ashampoo Photo Commander
is the best software for working with

digital photos. more " 04/20/2012 How
to get the right sound in After Most
users use their multimedia devices

before installing software or files when
transferring them to a computer. Most
often this happens during the creation

of complex projects, when after a break
you need to quickly edit the file. I think
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talking about how to properly record
sound in After
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